






To:  Portsmouth Planning Board and Conservation Commission Members 
From:  Bob and Sue Nalewajk, applicants 
Re:  Conditional Use Permit Amendment and Addendum 
 350 Little harbor Road 
 Portsmouth, NH  03801 
Date: October 11, 2018 
 
Here’s a brief history on why we applied for an amendment to our Conditional Use Permit 
originally issued by the Portsmouth Planning Department on September 19, 2016. 
 
As construction of our house proceeded this past year, we realized a few things were 
missing or needed changing in our site plan. These tasks fell within the bounds of fine-
tuning things as the end of our almost two-year project neared. These are listed below: 
 

• We had no approved pad locations for installation of our air conditioning units 
• The driveway path did not adequately allow for larger trucks (such as the UPS 

and other delivery trucks) 
• The walkway in the front of the house was not symmetrical with the front 

portico 
• We didn't want as many pervious pavers on the east side entrance to the house, 

but would prefer grass that could be used in a pinch as overflow parking 
• We wanted to install a gate at the Martine Cottage Road entrance (the western 

gate) to have occasional access to our property. The legal issue about whether 
we had a right of access over our neighbor’s property was resolved in our favor. 

• The engineers preferred to construct the approved retaining wall with poured 
concrete, rather than concrete blocks. 

 
All these things together sounded like we needed an amendment to our Conditional Use 
permit. So, we proceeded to make such an amendment, requesting the following changes: 
 

• Installation of an air conditioning pad in the wetland buffer adjacent to the 
garage, a place in the wetland buffer already approved as disturbed construction 
area. 

• Re-aligning the driveway slightly to allow for turning radii travelable by larger 
vehicles and using a grass pave in areas where the vehicle’s wheels might veer 
off the ribbon driveway. The grass pave would allow for grass to grow through it 
(better aesthetic, in our opinion) and provide a more stable structure than the 
approved gravel edge.  

• The front walkway was adjusted to provide a symmetrical entrance to the main 
portico entrance. 

• Grass pave was proposed in place of pervious pavers for two of the four parking 
spaces on the eastern entrance (Creek Farm side) of the house. We proposed 
that grass pave be used because it provided structure for grass to grow through 
while still allowing occasionally use for car parking. Most of this work (except 
for 39 square feet) was outside of any wetland buffer area. 



• The gate proposed for the western side of the property would match the gate for 
the eastern entrance, for architectural uniformity. 

• The redesigned retaining wall was presented in the same location and for the 
same size, but using a different construction material. 

 
Prior to preparing the amendment, we approached Peter Britz of the Portsmouth Planning 
Department for a discussion about these tasks and if there might be any issues that needed 
to be addressed. After this meeting, everything seemed fine, so we submitted our 
application and received a favorable staff recommendation. 
 
However, at the Conservation meeting, several issues were raised and our application was 
denied. The major reason for denial was: 
 

• The western gate was too big 
• The use of grass pave was considered environmentally insensitive. Plastics were 

not good for the environment. 
 
Rather than having the Planning Board deny our entire application, we elected to remove 
the western gate and the use of additional grass pave from the application that the 
Planning Board received. The Planning Board would then be asked for approval of the air 
conditioning pad, the driveway re-alignment, the portico walkway, and the redesigned 
retaining wall. These were approved in August 2018 by the Planning Board. 
 
We still wanted to install a gate in the western side of the property for privacy and security. 
Because the Conservation Committee said that the proposed gate was too big, we 
decreased the gate opening size from 16 feet to 12 feet, assuming that this reduction might 
satisfy the Conservation Commission.  
 
In addition, during this time frame it became apparent to us that we needed a permit for 
the gate’s electrical conduit that was already installed, inspected, and had approval by the 
Portsmouth electrical inspector in 2017. We then questioned whether we needed a permit 
for installation of seasonal irrigation lines for hose bibs. No one seemed to really know the 
answer, except to say that they had never gotten a permit for these before. Just to be sure, 
we included them in the October amendment, along with the revised gate and its (already 
installed) electrical conduit. 
 
We now have the staff recommendations for our October 2018 amendments and are 
shocked at their response. What seemed like fine-tuning the conclusion of our project has 
been elevated to an environmental catastrophe. We, as applicants, are very confused. 
 
We have made a comparison of the staff recommendations for the western gate installation 
(including the electrical conduit) and irrigation. The gate design was too large in size, as 
per the minutes from Conservation Commission’s meeting, the only negative issue that 
came up at the their August meeting for this task. Because of this comment, we removed 
the gate from the August Planning board request and went back to the drawing board to 



reduce the size of the gate. The gate in the revised amendment presented in October, is 
25% narrower, but the piers remain the same size.  
 
Below is a comparison of the staff recommendations for both Conservation Committee 
meetings (August and October 2018) and our response (applicant’s response) to these 
recommendations. Quoted text refers to the language used in the staff recommendations. It 
is very difficult as a property owner to plan and build within the design criteria/conditions 
established by the City of Portsmouth given the wide range of recommendations and 
opinions provided by the staff to the same project. This confusion stems from having a 
favorable staff recommendation for our amendments in August and a denial in October. 

 
1. The land is reasonably suited to the use activity or alteration. 

 
Staff Recommendations 

8-3-18: The applicant has proposed some changes identified on the landscape plan. 
Given the site is being developed now the changes are reasonable to provide the 
optimal usage of the site for the owners. 
 
10-5-18: There are several items included in this request for Conditional use. The 
gate is a western gate 16 feet in width with an inside diameter of 12 feet to allow the 
passage of vehicles when the gate is open. The gate has two columns each with five 
foot long footing and 3 and ½ foot base on the columns that support the gate. In 
addition the gate which required the excavation of a trench in the wetland buffer is 
supplied with electrical conduit which was installed without the benefit of a wetland 
permit. The Planning Director had been notified about the installation of the 
electrical conduit in the buffer but when asked about the installation of the conduit 
at the Planning Board meeting August 23, 2018 both the owner and the owner’s 
representative denied its installation. The applicant is also requesting the 
installation of irrigation around the property which is largely within the wetland 
buffer. There is no demonstrated need for the addition of the gate and associated 
wetland impact. If there is no gate there would be no need for the electrical conduit. 
As for the proposed irrigation in particular the line at the rear of the house to 
provide freshwater to the boat dock, there is the potential for significant ledge 
removal to install the line and again no demonstrated need for this impact in the 
tidal buffer zone. 

 
Applicant’s response 
The proposed gate was changed only in its opening width, not in the size of the piers 
proposed to support it. How come in August, the gate provided “optimal usage of the site 
for the owners” and in October “there is no demonstrated need.” We asked for the gate for 
our security and privacy. People from the general public consistently walk through the 
property. As recently as yesterday (10/9/18), we had two gatecrashers on the property; 
one of these had actually walked onto the back deck of the house before being intercepted. 

 
Paragraph R105.5 in the International Residential Code allows fences to be built without 
permits as long as they are not over six feet high. Our currently approved site plan shows 



fencing (with a gate) on the easterly side of the property for the same reason that we are 
requesting this gate on the westerly side - security and privacy. The staff comment “If there 
is no gate there would be no need for the electrical conduit” is nonsensical. The driveway is 
difficult to navigate and would require lighting for safe vehicular travel whether or not the 
gate was present. We want it clear that we will build a fence with a gate on that side of the 
property in accordance with code for fences on residential property, if this is not approved 
with its current design. 
 
The second issue refers to the electrical conduit. Our contractor apparently did not know 
that a permit was required for the installation of this conduit under an existing driveway. 
This driveway was approved for access use in our 2016 Conditional Use Permit.  We did 
not attempt to hide the fact that the conduit was installed. In fact, the Portsmouth electrical 
inspector actually approved the installation prior to its covering.  
 
The question asked at the Planning Meeting was if the electrical was installed and we 
responded no because there is no electrical wiring in the conduit. It was never our intent to 
do something without a permit that needed one.  
 
We did have another location option to install electrical conduit outside the buffer, but it 
would be at the expense of damaging the roots for many established trees. Since the access 
way, the driveway on the western side, is an area that was already disturbed, the conduit 
was installed in that location. We apologize for not requesting permission first. 
 
The third matter requests irrigation to the dock. The staff suggests that there will be 
“significant ledge removal” for its installation. Please note that this irrigation is for seasonal 
use (the water is blown out in the fall) so it will be buried inches below the surface. This 
hardly represents “significant ledge removal.” The need for this irrigation line is to irrigate 
the lawn and landscaped areas and to maintain the small boat that we keep on the dock.  

 
2. There is no alternative location outside the wetland buffer that is feasible and 

reasonable for the proposed use, activity or alteration.  
 

Staff recommendations 
8-3-18: The proposed work is within the same area of the buffer where the 
Conditional Used Permit was originally granted. These changes are to provide better 
access to the site for trucks and to include uses which were not originally 
considered. 
 
10-5-18: The locations proposed are specific to the requests but given that they 
were not part of the original project it does not seem reasonable to introduce all of 
these impacts. The piecemeal and retroactive approach is problematic when trying 
to review the overall project impacts. 

 
Applicant’s response 
There is a reason that the western gate was not part of the original conditional use permit 
application. This was explained two years ago and again in August 2018. We had a legal 



issue to resolve with our neighbor about our right of passage over that neighbor’s property 
to Martine Cottage Road.  Until this was resolved, we did not want to request use of the 
western access, and therefore, installation of a gate similar to the one approved on the 
eastern access. This gate was always our intent. We also did not want to delay the entire 
project while this legal matter was being resolved. 
 
This amendment is not a “piecemeal and retroactive approach” because use of the western 
access was indeed part of the original project approved in 2016. The Conservation 
Commission specifically requested and our Conditional Use Permit specifically requires 
that we use this access “ENTIRELY,” assuming that we had a legal right so to do. The permit 
states, “The construction access to the site shall be entirely on the southerly access way.” So 
the “work is within the same area of the buffer where the Conditional Use Permit was 
originally granted.” 
 
In hindsight, at that time two years ago, we ALL should have recognized that allowing an 
additional access point to a construction zone would increase the area of construction 
disturbance. We should have requested this increased area of disturbance in the original 
application, in the likely event that we indeed had a legal right to access our property from 
Martine Cottage Road. Had we made such a request then, the western gate’s installation 
now would have been in an area already approved for disturbance in the original 
application. 
 
 3. There will be no adverse impact on the wetland functional values of the site or              
 properties. 
 
Staff recommendations 

8-3-18: The proposed amendments should not create additional impacts on the 
wetland functional values of the site or surrounding properties. The most significant 
change is the grass pave area adjacent to the retaining wall. Given a porous area is 
proposed in this location it should not impact the wetland. However, it is important 
that care be taken during snow clearing operations not to disturb the grass pave 
areas. 
 
10-5-18: The proposed gate irrigation and electrical conduit together have 
significant overall impact to the wetland buffer where a demonstrated need has not 
adequately been provided. 

 
Applicant’s response 
We are amazed that a project in August “should not create additional impacts on the 
wetland functional values of the site or surrounding properties” and then in October “have 
significant overall impact to the wetland buffer” especially considering the requested tasks 
in this projects are fewer. In August, the alleged western gate impact was not even 
mentioned in the staff recommendation, being more concerned with porosity near the 
retaining wall (approved by the Planning Board in August 2018) and snow plowing 
technique on the grass pave, removed from the Planning Board application in August 
because the Conservation Commission members did not like the use of plastic in the 



environment. Had we know ahead of time that the use of this plastic product was not 
acceptable, we wouldn’t have proposed its use. This inconsistency in staff opinion and 
Conservation Commission “likes” is very confusing as property owners trying to get things 
done in accordance with city rules. 
 
As stated in the previous responses, the need for the gate is for security and privacy; the 
irrigation is for lawn/landscaping and boat maintenance. 
 
4. Alteration of the natural vegetative state or managed woodland will occur only to the 
extent necessary to achieve construction goals. 
 
Staff recommendations 

8-3-18: There is no change proposed to the natural vegetation on the site. 
 
10-5-18: The new columns for the proposed gate are within a natural vegetation 
area which will be removed to install the gate and will involve temporary 
disturbance during the installation. An assortment of natural vegetation, lawn and 
grass will be disturbed to install the proposed irrigation and conduit. 

 
Applicant’s response 
Again, how can the same project have “no change proposed to the natural vegetation on the 
site” one month and then two months later have vegetation removal and “temporary 
disturbance during the installation?” We agree with October staff’s opinion, but note that 
much of the vegetation that would be removed to make way for the gate includes invasive 
plants, such as knotweed.   
 
5. The proposal is the alternative with the least adverse impact to areas and environments 
under the jurisdiction of this section. 
 

8-3-18: The applicant is providing changes to landscape features which should not 
create adverse impacts. 
 
10-5-18: The overall project will have 1,067 square feet of wetland impact spread 
across the entire property. It is not clear why these impacts are needed and why 
they were not included in the original proposal for this project. 

 
Applicant’s response 
The gate, conduit and irrigation work proposed in this amendment do not have 1,067 
square feet of wetland impact. The proposed work is in the wetland buffer only. The 
October comment is irrelevant. 
 
The 1,067 square feet of impact is from activity in the wetland buffer proposed in the 
amendment. Much this area was already included in the 19,927 square feet of wetland 
buffer impact approved in our Conditional Use permit.  
 



6. Any area within the vegetated buffer strip will be returned to a natural state to the extent 
feasible. 
 
Staff recommendations 

8-3-18: This is an amended application where the original had a great deal of 
landscaping elements to enhance the buffer. 
 
10-5-18: The applicant has proposed a number of plantings on this plan which will 
help in improving the buffer function. These plantings appear to be the specific 
plants for the areas previously approved for new plantings. 

 
Applicant’s response 
We intentionally selected landscaping elements and plants that would enhance the 
woodland and wetland areas of our property. Our intent is to return and maintain the 
property in a natural state. However, some of these plantings will require irrigation, 
especially to get established. Without buried irrigation lines to hose bibs, this task becomes 
very cumbersome – dragging hundreds of feet of hoses around to get these plants watered. 
Watering the newly planted landscaping is a significant need to “help in improving the 
buffer function,” but seems to fall on deaf ears. Staff response to #3 states that irrigation 
installation has “significant overall [negative] impact to the wetland buffer.”  
 
Conclusion 
We have addressed the six conditions required for consideration of a favorable conditional 
use permit. As mentioned in our response to #2, much of this concern might have been 
resolved if the western entrance (or southerly access to Martine Cottage Road referred to 
in our Conditional Use permit) were initially defined in 2016 as part of the construction 
zone, simply because the Planning Department mandated that we use this entrance for our 
construction. Our Conditional Use permit states, “The construction access to the site shall 
be entirely on the southerly access way.” By default, a construction entrance disturbs the 
environment, and therefore, becomes part of the construction zone. 
 
We appreciate the work of the Conservation Commission, especially in endeavoring to 
maintain the natural beauty of our community. This is especially relevant in consideration 
of the myriad of construction projects that they undoubtedly review.  In our case, however, 
there has been a disconnect between the Conservation Commission and the Planning 
Department which needs correction. We do not want to be the “Guinea pig” in this case, and 
request more consistent guidance in our construction approval process. 
 
In conclusion, some things always come up at the end of construction that were 
overlooked, changed for an unrelated reason, removed, or improved, especially with a 
project that has taken more than two years. These amendments presented to the Planning 
Board in August and proposed for the October 2018 meeting, are tasks required to fine 
tune the completion of our construction project that was approved in 2016.  It has been our 
intent to cover these tasks in the amendments presented to the Planning Board these last 
few months, so that we can have permits for all that we do.  
 



Addendum to this Memo After the Conservation Meeting on October 10, 2018 
 
The Conservation Committee’s meeting resulted in a split 3-3 vote on our project. While a 
majority of the members were in favor of the irrigation, they raised concerns about the gate 
and associated electrical conduit. Here are our comments related to these issues. 
 

• The members felt that access from the westerly gate seemed redundant.  We do 
have a deeded legal right of access to our property from several access points. 
We want to keep these rights of access open. Our attorney has suggested to us 
that we could loose these rights if they are not used.  Therefore, we will use the 
westerly access occasionally for overflow parking and access, or for walking 
onto Martine Cottage Road. This will not be the regular route for deliveries. 
Deliveries and regular everyday traffic will usually be directed to our main 
entrance through the easterly gate from the Creek Farm property. 

• The driveway traversing our property from Martine Cottage Road to Creek Farm 
was shown to be a loop, which the public has become used to using for hikes, 
bike rides, etc. The installation of gates on either side of our property 
demonstrates that these long time accesses are no longer available. One of the 
gates (on the Creek Farm side) was already approved in the original permit. The 
addendum applied for in August and October addresses the westerly access. 
Both these gates provide us with more privacy and security. The members 
suggest that signage might deter gatecrashers. However, signage has been 
unsuccessful over the last two years during construction even with the chain link 
construction fence that is well marked with “No Trespassing” signs. 

• One of our neighbors came to the meeting to express concern about lighting that 
might be installed on the gate. We are sensitive to the neighbor’s concern and 
want to state that we would not use the lights on this westerly gate except when 
the gate was to be occasionally used. These lights would not be lit on a regular 
basis. Additionally, the access from the actual driveway by the front portico to 
this proposed gate will be over a lawn. Lighting would prove prudent to indicate 
where an otherwise questionable path to the gate would be defined, whether 
walking or driving. When you are driving/walking on a lawn, how do you know 
where the exit is unless it’s lit? 

• The members expressed concern about the size of the piers for the proposed 
gate. While we did present a gate design that was narrower, the members 
wanted less construction impact from the size of the pier’s footings, estimated to 
be approximately 5’ x 3-½ ‘.  We therefore have reduced the height of the piers 
from approximately 6’ to 5’, allowing a reduction in the footing size to _____. 
(Robbi/Steve – please fill in the blank). Please note that the original construction 
impact from these piers (less than 30 square feet per pier) pales in comparison 
to the 19,927 square feet of temporary construction disturbance allowed in this 
project. Nonetheless, we have offered a slightly smaller pier design to further 
reduce this deminimus impact. 
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